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Fire from Within is the author's most brilliant thought-provoking and unusual book, one in which

Castaneda, under the tutelage of don Juan and his "disciples," at last constructs, from the teachings

of don Juan and his own experiences, a stunning portrait of the "sorcerer's world" that is

crystal-clear and dizzying in its implications.Each of Carlos Castaneda's books is a brilliant and

tantalizing burst of illumination into the depths of our deepest mysteries, like a sudden flash of light,

like a burst of lightning over the desert at night, which shows us a world that is both alien and totally

familiar -- the landscape of our dreams.
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"One of the great maneuvers of stalkers is to pit the mystery against the stupidity in all of us."--Don

Juan . . . The best book of a masterful author. In the fiction/nonfiction controversy, I lean toward

fiction, but with the caution that these fictional stories are being used to demonstrate great truths. If

anything, seeing the books as fiction makes Castaneda seem greater. Who else has written this

many books, without plots of murder, war, or romance, that grip the reader the way these do? Not

only are we gripped, but our minds are being changed. We can almost feel the chemical soup in our

braincases being altered as we experience these tales. The device of the bone-headed Carlos is

ingenious, putting us on the side of the seemingly rational, but actually post-rational Juan. The most

amazing thing to me has been the way the lessons in this book have become my companions,

helping me to live my life more fully and with greater awareness. It provides a new way to look at the



feelings and impressions we all struggle with, reminding us that we and our lives are unique and

powerful, that sobriety and self-containment are paradoxically the path to the mystery and the

magic. This book is full of laughs, creepy stories, new concepts, and terms that you may not grasp

until one day months or years later when something happens, and you realize "This is what he

meant!" Everytime I reread part of it, I feel that fire within me rise and flicker.

This is my favorite Castanenda book, and I have read almost all of them. Please skip my following

justification for these books if you are already a fan: Regardless of how one feels about the New

Age movement, it is clear that, as Einstein observed, "Whoever undertakes to set himself up as a

judge of Truth and Knowledge is shipwrecked by the laughter of the gods." Reading Castaneda

gave me an appreciation for people who take seriously the complexities of the mind, the universe

and their infinite dance. Castaneda, in this book, seems ready to acknowledge that the fact of other

ways of perceiving the world seems to mean that there are rational and non-rational ways which

intertwine with eachother.Having said that, Castaneda lovers will enjoy the many characters, stories

and esoteric teachings that really coalesce in this book unlike in any other. We finally understand

who La Catalina really is; we go deeper into the teachings on the Eagle; we get to here more about

the interplay between Don Juan and Don Genaro, and we see Carlos opening up a bit too. It was

not until I read this book that I realized how hard it was for Carlos to lose his "self-importance," and

what a difficult task this is. Enjoy.

The fire from within gives a structured view of the machinations of the universe and the force that

gives and takes away awareness...the "eagle" Rich in concepts; thought provoking... Comparitive

Ranking of CC's books I have read (1=best)1 Fire from within 2 Power of silence 3 Art of dreaming 4

Tales of power 5 The teachings of don juan 6 journey to ixtlan 7 The eagles gift 8 The second ring

of power

I have read all of Castaneda's books and this is the one that I would recommend for those who wish

to get a broad and clear overview of the Warrior's Way. In this book, Castaneda has finally come to

terms with his often bizarre and terrifying experiences. We hear the voice of a more mature and

sober Castaneda, unencumbered by doubts and the preconceptions characteristic of Western

culture. Castaneda's earlier books were filled with these doubts and preconceptions and it was a

relief for me to have the teachings of Don Juan presented without them. This book synthesizes all of

the teachings touched upon in earlier works and adds to them, a breath taking energetic description



of the Universe.One major reason for the huge difference in the tone of this book is that it contains

the teachings revealed to Castaneda while he was in a state of heigthened awareness as opposed

to what was described in his earlier books. The earlier books describe what he was taught while in

the awareness of everyday life. Because one is more capable of absorbing higher truths while in

heightened awareness, the teachings described in this book are clearer, more direct, more complete

and more profound that those described in the earlier books. In order for Castaneda to retrieve

these teachings, he had to evolve energetically and learn to induce a state of heightened

awareness on his own, without Don Juan's help. This major difference in tone has lead Castaneda's

critics to believe that Castaneda was a fraud. It is a misconception due to the fact that these critics

for the most part have no knowledge or experience of states of heightened awareness and do not

acknowledge that such states are possible.I highly recommend this book- read, enjoy, open your

mind!! Also recommended 1) The Active Side of Infinity- Carlos Castaneda, 2) The Path- Esmeralda

Arana.

This book is the 1st that is regarding Castaneda`s experiences beyond ordinary life in a clear and

powerful way. It gave me a lot of material to think about and mainly to achieve. I am sure Don Juan

and Genaro were deadly right when saying it tooks all of one`s life to become a true warrior and

seer but it pays off. Here we are confronted with abstract explanations in a very concise and

complete way but they can be verified only if the person has followed the premises and achieved

real results - the most difficult thing of all. Everyone can think, judge, blame, gush, etc. But all that

matters is action. The one who makes it will see it truely - otherwise it will be just another

interpretation to consolidate our self-assurance but it will lead us nowhere. So act, don`t think! -

understanding will come years later and thinking won`t have anything to do with it.
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